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Several packages were updated this week for openSUSE Tumbleweed as was expected after the holiday season. Five
snapshots of the rolling release have been delivered so far this week after passing the rigorous testing applied by
openQA.
The releases are trending incredibly stable with trending or recorded ratings abovea 96 rating, according to the
Tumbleweed snapshot reviewer.
The most recent snapshot, 20200112, updated Xfce desktop environment with an update for xfce4-session 4.14.1 and
xfce4-settings 4.14.2. Various developer visible changes were made with Google?s 20200101 re2 library for regular
expressions updates. GNOME?s application for managing images with a users Flickr account, frogr 1.6, removed the
deprecated use of GTimeVal. The open source platform for the scale-out of public and private cloud storage, glusterfs
7.1, fixed storage rebalancing caused by an input error and fixed a memory leak in the glusterfsd process. ImageMagick
version 7.0.9.14 optimized the special effects performance of Fx and virglrenderer 0.8.1, which is a project to
investigate the possibility of creating a virtual 3D GPU for use inside qemu virtual machines to accelerate 3D
rendering, added some patches. The snapshot continued to update packages for KDE Applications 19.12.1 that started
in the 20200111 snapshot. Improvements to the scroll wheel speed was made for KDE?s Dolphin, the video editing
software Kdenlive had multiple fixes and an adjustment for faster rendering, and obsolete code was removed from
Applications? diagram package umbrello. Most of the KDE Applications packages also updated the Copyright year to
2020.
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